
Varied Fluency 

Step 3: Writing in Notes

National Curriculum Objectives:

English Year 6: (6G5.10) Using a colon to introduce a list

English Year 6: (6G5.10) Use of the colon to introduce a list

English Year 6: (6G5.11) Use of semi-colons within lists

English Year 6: (6G5.14) Punctuating bullet points consistently

English Year 6: (6G5.14) Punctuation of bullet points to list information

Terminology for pupils: 

• English Year 6: (6G5.10) colon

• English Year 6: (6G5.11) semi-colon

• English Year 6: (6G5.14) bullet points

Differentiation: 

Developing Questions to support writing notes based on single clause sentences. 

Expected Questions to support writing notes based on multi-clause sentences.

Greater Depth Questions to support writing notes based on multi-clause sentences with 

additional parenthesis.

More resources from our Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling 

scheme of work.

Did you like this resource? Don’t forget to review it on our website.
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Writing in Notes Writing in Notes

1a. Underline the key information in the 

sentence below.

The little girl played with the new 
kitten.

1b. Underline the key information in the 

sentence below.

The main character sang a solo.

2a. Rewrite the following sentence in 

notes, including the underlined words.

The old house creaked in the wind.

2b. Rewrite the following sentence in 

notes, including the underlined words.

The young boy rode his new bike 

happily.

3a. Write notes from this sentence  

without losing any key information.

Her dog ate the bone greedily.

3b. Write notes from this sentence  

without losing any key information.

The bottle leaked on his school book.

4a. Which notes best match the sentence 

below and include only key information?

The mouse scurried quietly across the 

kitchen.

4b. Which notes best match the sentence 

below and include only key information?

The horse galloped around the field.
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mouse scurried

mouse scurried quietly across

kitchen

horse galloped around field

horse galloped



Writing in Notes Writing in Notes

5a. Underline the key information in the 

sentence below.

Every day, the school bell rings to 
indicate four different times: the 
start of the day, playtime, 
lunchtime and home time.

5b. Underline the key information in the 

sentence below.

Hedgehogs are cute critters known 
for their prickly spines, which they 
have everywhere except their 
face, legs and bellies.

6a. Rewrite the following sentence in 

notes, including the underlined words.

The tiny, new puppy was so hungry, it was 

eating the cardboard box it had been 

sleeping in.

6b. Rewrite the following sentence in 

notes, including the underlined words.

In 2012, Great Britain hosted the Olympic 

Games and the British athletes gained 

several medals.

7a. Write notes from this sentence  

without losing any key information.

When the sky is red at night, it usually 

means good weather will follow 

tomorrow.

7b. Write notes from this sentence  

without losing any key information.

During the thunderstorm, the frightened 

horse bolted frantically out of the stable.

8a. Which notes best match the sentence 

below and include only key information?

The colourful balloons brightened up the 

hall, and made it look more like a party.

8b. Which notes best match the sentence 

below and include only key information?

Our garden looked the tidiest and 

brightest of all, with more flowers than all 

the rest.
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our garden was tidiest and

brightest with more flowers

garden tidier, brighter, most 

flowers

balloons brightened hall 

colourful balloons brightened hall 

for the party.



Writing in Notes Writing in Notes

9a. Underline the key information in the 

sentence below.

Elephants, both Asian and African, 
have long floppy noses, which are 
also known as trunks; large floppy 
ears; and wide thick legs.

9b. Underline the key information in the 

sentence below.

Gorillas, like humans, have hands 
and feet including thumbs and big 
toes and some can use sign 
language to communicate.

10a. Rewrite the following sentence in 

notes, including the underlined words.

Before he lost his job, Mr Jackson was 

generally a happy man, but had recently 

become sad and quiet.

10b. Rewrite the following sentence in 

notes, including the underlined words.

Before World War II began, Germany was 

ruled by Adolf Hitler who ordered his 

troops to invade Poland, as he wanted 

Germany to rule Europe.

11a. Write notes from this sentence  

without losing any key information.

The bedroom had long, thick, grey 

curtains over the bay window although 

the bedding on the beautiful four poster 

bed didn’t match.

11b. Write notes from this sentence  

without losing any key information.

In the 26 mile marathon last weekend, 

there were many runners of all ages, 

shapes and sizes; but an old man won 

the race.

12a. Which notes best match the 

sentence below and include only key 

information?

When the bus arrived, rather than push to 

the front of the queue, the children lined 

up sensibly and patiently.

12b. Which notes best match the 

sentence below and include only key 

information?

During the game of netball, a buzzer 

sounded, whenever the ball was 

dropped, making the team play better.
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bus arrived, children sensible and 

patient

when bus arrived children lined 

sensibly and patiently

buzzer sounds when ball 

drops

netball buzzer sounds when ball

drops, encouraging better play.
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Answers will vary; accept any which 

include the key information. 

Developing

1a. girl played with kitten

2a. house creaked wind

3a. dog ate bone

4a. mouse scurried

Expected

5a. school bell, four times: start of day, 

playtime, lunchtime, home time

6a. hungry puppy eating box

7a. red sky at night good weather follows

8a. balloons brightened hall

Greater Depth

9a. elephants: trunks, large ears, thick 

legs.

10a. Mr Jackson generally happy, lost job, 

become sad and quiet

11a. bedroom curtains didn’t match 

bedding

12a. bus arrived, children sensible and 

patient

Answers will vary; accept any which 

include the key information. 

Developing

1b. main character sang solo

2b. boy rode new bike

3b. bottle leaked on book

4b. horse galloped

Expected

5b. hedgehogs: prickly spines; 

everywhere except face, legs and bellies.

6b. Great Britain hosted Olympic Games, 

2012, several medals for British

7b. thunderstorm frightened horse bolted

8b. garden tidier, brighter, most flowers

Greater Depth

9b. gorillas: hands, feet, sign language

10b. before World War II Hitler ruled 

Germany, invade Poland to rule Europe

11b. old man won marathon

12b. buzzer sounds when ball drops
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